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Fillets on Low-Wing Aircraft

Of all the wing-fuselage configurations studied by. NACA, the high wing configuration has the least inter- ference drag, and is the best aerodynamic choice. How-. 
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Fillets On Low-Wing Aircraft By Robert T. Smith, EAA 1685 ob Whittier's article WHAT REFERENCE MATERIAL? in the March, 1959 SPORT AVIATION



B brought on a flood of letters resulting in several follow-



up articles in which members gave their ideas on the questions Bob's original article had posed. One of these problems is one on which I've had little success in solving myself, but one on which I've done limited research since Bob's article was published. I want to give you the benefit of my research, and at the same time leave the more technical minded with reference material they may use to dig deeper into the subject.



One of the questions Bob's article posed was about wing fillets, and a Fairchild PT-19 was pictured as a heavily filleted airplane, and the Bonanza was shown as a recent airplane with NO fillets. The question was raised as to why this difference. Perhaps we can now see a few of the reasons why this difference. Several NASA (formerly NACA) reports exist on wing-fuselage interference tests. The list at the end of this article indicates the ones I consider worth reading. Most of them were done prior to World War II and are available only on a loan basis.



Before we begin discussing fillets, let's define and explain a term we will use. What is Boundary Layer? Generally speaking, this is the non-moving air next to the skin of a wing or fuselage. That air immediately adjacent to the skin of an airplane does not move. As you progress outward from the skin you enter the area of moving air. The thickness of the boundary layer is microscopic in most cases, and it is the drag of the boundary layer against the adjacent moving air that gives us "Drag" on an airplane; drag that our engine must overcome. Sometimes certain things cause the boundary layer to be thicker than normal, and this increases drag. Also, when two surfaces, such as the wing and fuselage, touch each other, or come very close, their respective boundary layers interfere with each other causing more drag than if they didn't interfere. This is called Boundary Layer Interference. Of all the wing-fuselage configurations studied by NACA, the high wing configuration has the least interference drag, and is the best aerodynamic choice. However, since other factors may cause one to choose a low



mounted wing, considerable research was done on lowwing configurations in order to determine what constituted the best combination. It was found that the lowwing was the worst choice of the three available: high,
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Fig. 1



Let's look at a few possible low-wing configurations. Fi^. 1 shows two possible low-wing configurations with round section fuselages. In Fig. 1-A the wing is mounted below the fuselage with its upper surface touching the fuselage. Fig. 1-B has a wing mounted below the fuselage with a "pylon" between wing and fuselage for the wing's support. These two configurations are the worst, and produce the most drag. What causes this drag? The drag is due to Boundary Layer Interference between the fuselage and wing. In both the examples in Fig. 1, the fuselage and wing boundary layers are allowed great interference. Notice how the round fuselage has a large area of its skin close to the upper skin of the wing. This produces a great deal of interference which gives birth to what is known as the "interference burble". Because the boundary layer of the fuselage and wing interfere over a large area they create a total area of boundary layer interference which is quite thick. Thick boundary layers are more susceptible to separation of airflow and loss of lift. This separation causes the interference burble which forms over the rearward portion of the wing's upper surface. The interference burble, if it is going to form at all, will form at all airplane speeds, but is larger, and hence destroys lift more, at high angles of attack. Thus, near the stall, the burble will be largest, and will be creating the most drag. You can best understand this phenomena by visualizing a large bubble of highly disturbed air located along the fuselage in the area of the rear, or trailing edge of the wing. This disturbed air is not only destroying lift, but also causing excessive drag.



mid, and low. However, it was found that even the worst low-wing could approach the aerodynamic "cleanness" of the high wing configuration through proper filleting. It



The more acute the angle between wing upper surface and fuselage skin, the more detrimental the effects



is the purpose of this article to describe and define what constitutes "proper filleting".



of the interference burble, and the greater the need for filleting. A smooth, nicely rounded fillet tends to ease
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Figure two-A Round fuselage with internal wing.



Fig. 2 gives a third low-wing, round fuselage combination, and a combination with flat fuselage sides at the wing-fuselage juncture. Fig. 2-A is better than either of the configurations in Fig. 1, and the configuration in 2-A is the one that can approach high-wing characteristics with proper filleting. Fig. 2-B (flat sides) does not especially need filleting. This is the configuration the Bonanza has, and illustrates why that airplane does not employ fillets. The North American and Ryan "Navions" have the configuration shown in Fig. 2-A, but were produced with only a small amount of filleting. Recently kits have become available which provide a large fillet, materially increasing the airplane's speed.
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Fig. 2



the boundary layers of the wing and fuselage into each other so that there is minimum interference, and hence minimum chance an interference burble will form. At the same time, the fillet which extends into that area aft of the wing's trailing edge tends to take up, or "fillin" the space normally occupied by the burble. With a proper fillet the burble will never form, and airflow at the wing-fuselage juncture will be smooth. The flat sided fuselage with a 90 deg. angle between the wing skin and the fuselage skin has the smallest skin



interception angle that can be used without filleting. If the angle between wing skin and fuselage becomes 89 deg. for example, the boundary layers start to interfere more, and filleting begins to be required. As the angle is decreased, the need for filleting increases. The purpose of filleting is to "fill-in" the area normally occupied by the interference burble, and hence help to nullify its detrimental effects. Though both the configurations in Fig. 1 have high drag, they can be im-



proved vastly with filleting.



In Fig. 2-B the boundary layer of the wing and fuselage has only a small area of interference, and there is little possibility an interference burble will develop, but if it docs, it will be much less violent than the burble on the other configurations shown. I do not mean to indicate that the flat sided fuselage would not benefit from fillets. The NACA reports indicate that filleting is beneficial for ALL wing-fuselage combinations. Fig. 3 shows how Fig. 2-A should be filleted. The fillet shown is the type which should be used with any



wing-fuselage combination (low-wings only) we have seen. The fillet should have increasing radii rearward which means the fillet should be the largest at approximately the wing trailing edge. The fillet should approach an airfoil shape, and should be smooth and fair. "Fair", when discussing airplane skins, means the surface should not contain any depressions, but should be convex at all points. All of the NACA reports I have ever read, regardless of their specific topic, have stressed a smooth and fair skin if you're interested in low drag. In most cases, the choice of an airfoil, within limits, of course, is not nearly as important as building the wing with a smooth and fair skin. Rivet heads, overlapped metal skin, poor doped or painted surfaces all tend to increase drag. Which indicates there's more than one reason for those



mirror surfaced "thirty hand rubbed coat" finishes.
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Fig. 3-B shows a side view of the fillet with cross sections at various points along the fillet. Although this is a hypothetical case, it does give you an idea what is required in the way of a fillet. Small fillets do not help much, and fillets which are too large only add to the overall drag. As you design a fillet for your airplane try to visualize the airflow at the wing-fuselage juncture, and try to "fill-in" to make this airflow nice and smooth. Remember that air will follow a smooth curve, but will break away causing loss of lift, and an increase in drag if curves are sharp. Most of the airfoil sections we homebuilders will be using do not need fillets as much as do thinner airfoils. Thinner airfoils tend to be more critical with respect to the wing to fuselage juncture, and tend to require filleting more than do thicker airfoils. However, filleting improves ANY situation, and the homebuilder designing for maximum performance should consider them. NACA References:
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NASA report 540, 1935. Excellent; available on loon only. NASA TM 764, Feb., 1935. Good; also available on loan only. NASA TN 641 & 642, Mor., 1938. Good.
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Aircraft buiding: Sizing groves and fillets 

joints in aircraft construction, and this month ... building our Cozy Mark IV.â€� Kirby & Jan ... Electrical Systems and Avionics .... design of skewed T-joints is com-.
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Corrosion On Aircraft 

when in contact with an electrolyte (conductive medium). ... line through the metal structure and manifests itself as a crack in ... Surface must be clean and free of.
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Corrosion On Aircraft 
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Some Thoughts on Aircraft Design 

9" wide 20 ft. lengths .... $1.90 per board ft. (will machine to customer specifications). 4130 CHROMOLY NORMALIZED AIRCRAFT. QUALITY SHEET STEEL.










 








Somes Tips on Aircraft Woodwork 

material thick, repeat the boiling treatment until the bend is complet- ed. It will be found that upon drying there is a tendency for the wood to spring slightly out of ...










 








55300 - Sole - Fillets Holland 

IQF - Skinless Boneless. Ingredients:Sole Fillet - 3 to 5oz. Lot # 48060592. 0. 00680 55300. 1. PRODUCT OF HOLLAND. PACKED IN MONTREAL, CANADA.










 








Aircraft Building: Weldingâ€”Building on the Basics 

as MIGâ€”metal inert gasâ€”welding. GMAW is also ... Gas-tungsten arc welding. (GTAW) is .... We can be contacted by telephone, fax machine, or through our ...










 








Some Interesting Facts on Aircraft Vibration 

which is located an asbestos strip attached to one of the sheets. The sheets should be conical in shape, in order to allow angular motion about the elastic center ...










 








Somes Tips on Aircraft Woodwork - Size 

material thick, repeat the boiling treatment until the bend is complet- ed. It will be found that upon drying there is a tendency for the wood to spring slightly out of ...










 








Some Interesting Facts on Aircraft Vibration - Size 

peller, the analysis of vibration problems for the pur- pose of controlling the vibration and corresponding stresses to safe values has become more and more im-.










 








AIRCRAFT 

position while performing any procedures on the engine. Figure 1 Defect. 1. Remove starting ... secure the bushing to the plate as shown in figure 2 (repaired).










 








AIRCRAFT 

Observing the engine manufacturers ground run-up procedures allow the engine to reach operating temperatures and perform a normal magneto check. 2.










 








AIRCRAFT 

Example of Date Mfg.: a) 901: 9 is year of manufacture = 1979; 01 is work week of manufacture = week of January. 1. b) 021: 0 is year of manufacture = 1980; ...










 








AIRCRAFT 

Field reports indicate that occasionally switches performing the "Switch Function" listed in Table 1 have been found to leave the right magneto "Live" or "Hot." ...
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Advice to the Experimental Aircraft Builder and Comments on 
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By D. M. Kauffman. Manager of Technical ... a certain course to avoid trouble later during design, or construction. ... formula out of several applies to the problem at hand. When you do ..... plant rating must show his ability to make satisfactory.
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die grinder, disc grinder, C-. " clamps, wire .... your eyes when grinding or cut- ting metal before ... proven over time, and the manual is almost like having an ...
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Aircraft Brakes 

wear out or when hydraulic fluid is lost through a leak- ing fitting, leaking ... maintenance manual on the Cessna 150 brakes: I OVERHAUL OF ... hydraulic fluid. While most mechanics .... Jerry . . . Chief, Physical Anthropology Lab, FAA Aero-.
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